Lacanche Modern

Lacanche Modern is the brand name of Lacanche’s more contemporary looking range cookers. They are
in every way identical to Lacanche – still bespoke, made to order by hand in the Lacanche factory in
Burgundy; the same heavily engineered build quality for which Lacanche is famous; the same
professional performance which makes Lacanche so popular with people who cook. So what’s the
difference? Simply the style on the outside.

Modern, as the name suggests, boasts cleaner lines, a simpler, unfussy fascia, ergonomically designed
controls and a more contemporary palette for today's contemporary kitchen.

Range cookers don’t just go into traditional kitchens. Serious cooks, hobby chefs, keen amateurs,
families, old cooks, young cooks, new cooks, top chefs – all want a well designed, well made, powerful
cooker. Whether it goes into an apartment, a townhouse, a country cottage, a stately home, a studio
flat, a pied-à-terre, or just a normal everyday home, a Lacanche Modern range cooker will suit any
environment, traditional or modern, minimalist or cluttered, serene or busy, sleek or shabby. It can be
all electric or dual fuel, with an induction or gas hob, large or small; you can add extra hob elements to
your range, or split the range into a separate built in hob and a built in, wall mounted oven. With
Lacanche Modern the choice is yours.

This is the Lacanche for today’s cross over kitchen style, for our kitchen living room spaces, for the
blend of contemporary technology and traditional build quality, for the meeting of good food and cooking
with lifestyle and interior choice.

Whether you are an impassioned baker, a roaster of traditional meats, a master at the grill station, a
flipper or a fryer, a sensational steamer or a wonder with a wok, there is a Lacanche Modern for you.

How is it different to traditional Lacanche?
The dials or control knobs of Lacanche Modern are more contemporary looking; the control panel is
always stainless steel and not enamelled and the control indicators are etched into the steel of the
control panel rather than enamelled on to it; there is no top hand rail on the cooker; the sides of the
cooker are easy to clean stainless steel and are not enamelled; the soft close drawers do not have
drawer knobs and can be opened from holding underneath.

Are the same colours available as in traditional Lacanche?
Yes all Lacanche colours are available for the Lacanche Modern range. You may even order your
Lacanche Modern in a bespoke colour (a surcharge does, however, apply for this).

Is the entire Lacanche range available in Lacanche Modern?
Most of the models are available, and as with traditional Lacanche there are many options to choose
from, from genuine dual fuel to added hob options for over 1 metre wide ranges. If a particular model is
requested which is not in the Lacanche Modern standard range we will be happy to price the piece for
you if we are able.
There is a much wider choice of independent ho units to choose from featuring the huge array of
integrated hob elements (multi cooker, plancha/tepanyaki, induction zones, gas rings, traditional hobs,
fryer, bbqs etc), and there is also a phenomenal multi function built in oven (for wall mounting or
supplied with its own shelf unit).

Is there a price difference to traditional Lacanche?
Yes, and the good news is that it is in your favour! Owing to less enamel and metalwork used on the
exterior (see above) there is a reasonable price difference between the two brands. Remember that this

is simply because we have used less enamel and exterior parts (rails), and not because we have despecified the product in any way at all. We are simply passing the savings on to you.

What is the Warranty?
The ranges come with a 3 year warranty (you need to fill in and return the warranty validation form to
us on receipt of your cooker).

How long do I have to wait for Lacanche Modern?
Every Lacanche Modern is made to order, and therefore the lead times are the same as the traditional
Lacanche (roughly 8-10 weeks for models a metre wide and under; roughly 12-14 weeks for over a
metre). Lead times do vary, and can be shorter (or sometimes longer – the factory is closed for August).

